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ABSTRACT 
Airlines’ reorganization of their networks from point-to-point to hub-and-spoke after deregulation resulted in a significant 
number of airports being dominated by a single domestic carrier.  While there is evidence that hubs allow for lower costs 
and higher frequency, there is also evidence that airlines are able to exercise market power on routes departing from their 
hubs.  Both academics and policy analysts have argued that frequent flyer programs (FFPs) may be at least part of the reason 
why.  Prior research, however, has not disentangled the impact of FFPs from the other advantages possessed by dominant 
airlines.  This paper uses a novel empirical approach to estimating the relationship between FFPs and demand at dominated 
airports.  In the mid 1990s, domestic airlines increasingly entered into FFP partnerships with international airlines.  While 
these agreements had no direct impact on the quality of individual domestic flights, they did significantly change 
consumers’ earning and redemption opportunities in domestic airlines’ FFPs.  I exploit time-series variation in the extent 
and scope of airlines’ international FFP partnerships to evaluate the economic impact of enhancements to FFPs.  The paper’s 
main set of results establishes that, controlling for the other advantages of airport dominance, enhancements to an airline’s 
FFP are associated with increases in an airline’s demand on routes that depart from airports at which it is dominant.  The 
impact of enhancements to FFPs increases with an airline’s level of dominance at an airport, with the effect on routes 
departing from the airline’s most dominated airports (more than 60% of departing flights) more than double the effect on 
routes out of airports at which at has between 40% and 60% of flights.  To the extent that the airports at which 
enhancements to FFPs affect demand are the same airports at which FFPs themselves affect demand, then the estimated 
pattern of coefficients clearly suggests that FFPs confer an advantage to specifically those airlines that have a very dominant 
position at an airport. 
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I. Introduction 

Since the deregulation of the airline industry, considerable attention has been 

focused on the relationship between airport dominance and the competitiveness of routes 

departing from that airport.  Airlines’ reorganization of their networks from point-to-

point to hub-and-spoke resulted in a significant number of airports being dominated by a 

single domestic airline.  While there is evidence that hubs allow airlines to achieve lower 

costs and offer higher frequency, there is also evidence that airlines are able to charge 

higher fares and capture a larger share of passengers on routes that depart from their 

hubs.1  In analyzing this relationship between airport dominance and route-level market 

power, both academics and policy-makers have argued that frequent-flyer programs 

(FFPs) may provide dominant airlines with a competitive advantage.  Because the 

marginal value of FFP points increases with the number of points already accumulated, 

FFPs give consumers an incentive to concentrate all of their flying with a single carrier.  

When choosing the airline with which to concentrate their points, consumers will prefer 

the dominant carrier at an airport because it offers the best opportunities for earning 

points and redeeming rewards.  

The paper uses a novel empirical approach to estimate the relationship between 

FFPs and an airline’s demand on routes that depart from airports at which it is dominant.  

While existing empirical work has clearly established the existence of a “hub effect”, 

FFPs are likely to be only one of several advantages that dominant airlines possess and 

therefore only one part of the estimated hub effect.  Borenstein (1991) distinguishes 

between those advantages that result naturally from the carrier’s size of operations at an 

airport (such as the reputation that a dominant carrier acquires) and those that result from 

institutions created by the carrier (such as FFPs).  While both types may insulate a 

dominant airline from competition, they may have different welfare implications.  The 

natural advantages may provide some benefits to consumers - for example, through 

reduced search costs - that may offset the negative effects of the reduced competition that 

results from having a dominant carrier at the airport.  On the other hand, to the extent that 

FFPs create little social value – and actually distort behavior by exploiting a principal-

                                                 
1 See Brueckner, Dyer and Spiller (1992) and Brueckner and Spiller (1994) on costs, Borenstein (1989) and (1991) and 
Evans and Kessides (1993) on demand, and Berry, Carnall, and Spiller (1997) on both. 
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agent problem – then the welfare effects of these programs are more likely to be 

negative.2   

Potential policy responses to the observed lack of competition at hubs must weigh 

the welfare losses that result from reduced competition at hubs against the welfare 

benefits that result from airlines’ use of hub-and-spoke networks.  These include cost, 

frequency, and scheduling benefits, as well as any informational benefits.  Selecting the 

appropriate response requires an understanding of what it is that allows a dominant 

airline to be insulated from competition.  For example, if it is primarily FFPs, then an 

appropriate response might be a ban on airlines’ use of these programs.  Doing so might 

encourage small-scale entry into hub airports while still preserving the many benefits that 

result from hub-and-spoke networks.   

Data limitations have made it difficult to empirically separate the effects of FFPs 

from the other components of the hub effect. Given this, this paper attempts to use a new 

empirical approach to estimate the relationship between FFPs and demand.  Specifically, 

I estimate the impact of enhancements to an airline’s FFP.  If FFPs provide dominant 

airlines with a competitive advantage on routes that depart from their hubs, then 

enhancements to their FFPs should provide airlines with an even greater advantage on 

specifically these routes.  Intuitively, while earlier papers estimate the hub effect, this 

paper estimates the change in the hub effect when airlines enhance their FFPs.  While the 

estimates cannot reveal what fraction of the hub effect results from FFPs, they can 

provide evidence on how the relationship between FFPs and demand varies with an 

airline’s dominance at an airport.  

The specific type of enhancement that I consider is the formation of FFP 

partnerships.  In the mid-to-late 1990s, domestic airlines increasingly entered into FFP 

partnerships with international carriers.  These partnerships allowed members of the 

domestic airline’s program to earn and redeem the domestic airline’s FFP points on 

flights operated by partner airlines.  While these partnerships had no direct effect on the 

quality of airlines’ domestic flights, they significantly increased consumers’ earning and 

redemption opportunities in a domestic airline’s program.  Because of regulatory and 

                                                 
2 I discuss the allocative effects of FFPs in greater detail in Section II.  However, I emphasize upfront that this research 
does not evaluate (either theoretically or empirically) the welfare effects of FFPs. 
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financial barriers that limit a domestic airline’s ability to serve international markets, FFP 

partnerships can expand a domestic airline’s program to include many international 

routes that it does not serve on its own.   

The ability to earn and redeem on international partners’ flights should affect the 

value to consumers of earning an airline’s FFP points on domestic flights through two 

channels.  First, partnerships expand consumers’ redemption opportunities in a domestic 

airline’s FFP by increasing the set of available reward flights.  Second, partnerships 

expand the set of flights on which consumers can earn an airline’s points.  This should 

increase the value of earning that airline’s FFP points on any given domestic flight by 

increasing the likelihood that consumers will be able to earn enough points for an 

eventual reward.  Because the average international flight is significantly longer than the 

average domestic flight, international partnerships allow consumers to reach reward 

thresholds and earn elite status after only a small number of trips.   

By expanding earning and redemption opportunities, changes in FFP partnerships 

generate time-series variation in the value of earning a particular airline’s FFP points.  I 

map the changes in partnerships that occur over the sample period into changes in the 

actual set of flights on which consumers can earn and redeem an airline’s FFP points.  I 

then construct variables which summarize earning and redemption opportunities on an 

airline’s FFP partners.  These variables are used to identify the effects of enhancements 

to FFPs on an airline’s demand curve on domestic routes.  After estimating the effect on 

demand, I also investigate how enhancements to FFPs impact an airline’s number of 

passengers and fares. 

The empirical approach used here can be compared to that used in earlier work on 

the advantages of airport dominance.3  Borenstein (1989) analyzes the effects of airport 

dominance on fares using data from the third quarter of 1987.  He finds that, controlling 

for the overall concentration of a route and for airline and route fixed effects, increases in 

an airline’s share of passengers on a route and at the endpoint airports allow an airline to 

charge higher prices.  Borenstein (1991) estimates the effect of airport dominance on an 

airline’s market share using an empirical approach that controls for airline-city-pair fixed 

                                                 
3 I focus the discussion on a comparison to the Borenstein papers because this paper is most similar in its objective to 
those.  But Evans and Kessides (1993) and Berry, Carnall and Spiller (1997) also estimate a hub effect from cross 
sectional variation. 
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effects.  Intuitively, his strategy compares Delta’s market share on roundtrips between 

Atlanta and Boston to its market share on roundtrips between Boston and Atlanta and 

relates this to the difference between Delta’s dominance at the Atlanta and at the Boston 

airports.  He finds that an airline with a dominant presence at an airport is able to attract a 

disproportionate share of consumers whose trips originate at that airport and that this 

effect appears to be smaller on tourist oriented routes, suggesting that this advantage 

results from FFPs.   

In both of these papers, however, the effects of airport dominance are being 

identified from differences in airlines’ dominance across airports.  The estimates on the 

airport dominance variables capture both the effects of the airline’s FFP and any other 

advantages stemming from the airline’s dominance.  Because these other advantages also 

occur only at the dominated airport, they are not being captured even by airline-city-pair 

fixed effects.  As a result, these papers do not allow the effects of FFPs to be isolated.   

The main advantage of the empirical strategy implemented here is that changes in 

partnerships provide variation in the value of earning a domestic airline’s FFP points but 

should not affect the other advantages that result from an airline’s dominance at an 

airport.  As a result, the marginal impact of enhancements to FFPs can be identified, 

while the other advantages of airport dominance can be carefully controlled for.  Of 

course, airlines do choose when and with whom to form these partnerships.  This raises 

the concern that changes in partners may be correlated with unobserved factors that also 

affect an airline’s demand.  To account for this, I exploit the fact that the effects of 

changes in FFP partnerships should be larger for consumers who are likely to be 

members of an airline’s FFP.  For example, consumers in Atlanta (where Delta is 

dominant) are likely to be members of Delta’s FFP while consumers in Philadelphia (a 

US Airways hub) are likely to collect US Airways points.  As a result, consumers in 

Atlanta should value Delta’s partnership with Air France more than consumers in 

Philadelphia.  Based on this intuition, routes that depart from airports at which an airline 

is not dominant are used to estimate airline-specific time effects that control for 

unobservable factors which may be correlated with changes in the airline’s partners, but 

which do not differentially affect demand on routes departing from airports at which the 

airline is dominant.   
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The paper’s first set of results establishes that, controlling for the other 

advantages of airport dominance, enhancements to an airline’s FFP are associated with 

increases in an airline’s demand curve on routes that depart from airports at which it is 

dominant.  The impact of enhancements to FFPs increases with an airline’s level of 

dominance at an airport, with the effect on routes departing from the airline’s most 

dominated airports (more than 60% of departing flights) more than double that effect on 

routes out of airports at which at has between 40% and 60% of flights.  To the extent that 

the airports at which enhancements to FFPs affect demand are the same airports at which 

FFPs themselves affect demand, then the estimated pattern of coefficients clearly 

suggests that FFPs confer an advantage to specifically those airlines that have a very 

dominant position at an airport. 

The paper’s second set of results establishes that the increase in demand following 

an airline’s enhancement of its FFP results in a new equilibrium that is associated with 

fewer passengers carried and higher fares.  This finding is consistent with the idea that 

enhancements to FFPs should have a larger impact on the willingness-to-pay of 

passengers that already have a high valuation of the airline and its FFP than they do on 

the willingness-to-pay of passengers with a low valuation.  As well, the fare regressions  

indicate that enhancements to FFPs appear to have a larger effect on tickets at the top of 

the price distribution than at the bottom and a larger effect on business and first class 

tickets than coach tickets.  These results provide additional evidence that I am indeed 

measuring a FFP effect.   

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.  The next section provides a 

brief discussion of FFPs and FFP partnerships.  In Section III, I present the empirical 

framework.  Section IV describes the data and variable construction.  Section V discusses 

the results.  A final section concludes. 

 

II. Background: FFPs and Airline Alliances 

II. A. Basic Facts 

The first FFP was introduced by American Airlines in May of 1981, three years 

after the deregulation of the industry.4  Within days of the introduction of American’s 

                                                 
4 See http://www.frequentflier.com/ffp-005.htm and Mason and Barker (1996) for more on the history of FFPs. 
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FFP, United Airlines introduced an almost identical program of its own.  Later that year, 

Delta, Continental and TWA followed suit.  By 1984, membership in American’s FFP 

was already at two million, and by 1992 it had reached 16 million.  Today, the large U.S. 

FFPs (American, United and Delta) have over 20 million members each, though many 

members are, of course, shared. Worldwide, there are now more than 70 different FFPs.5  

FFPs award consumers frequent flyer points for purchased flights.  The number of 

points awarded is typically equal to the distance of the flight but may also depend on the 

type of ticket purchased.  Less-restricted, higher-fare tickets will often entitle the traveler 

to additional points.  Accumulated FFP points can be redeemed for rewards, the most 

common of which are free tickets or free class upgrades with the airline.  FFP reward 

schedules are structured such that a minimum number of points must be earned before 

any reward can be redeemed, after which the value of rewards generally increases non-

linearly with the number of points required.6  In addition, FFPs have so-called “elite 

programs” that award “status” to consumers who fly a minimum number of miles with 

the airline in a given year.  Most have three tiers, with qualification for each tier requiring 

an increasing number of miles flown.7  Each tier entitles a traveler to an increasing 

amount of preferential treatment.  Because the elite programs entitle a consumer to 

preferential treatment on all flights taken with the airline in the year of qualification (and, 

in some cases, flights on the airline’s partners as well), they create large, discrete 

increases in the value of earning additional FFP points as one approaches the tier status 

thresholds.  Together, these non-linearities give consumers an incentive to accumulate all 

of their points in a single airline’s FFP.8    This is the sense in which these programs 

“create loyalty”. 

                                                 
5 http://www.frequentflier.com/ffp-005.htm
6 For example, in many FFPs, 25,000 points are required for an economy class reward flight within the U.S., 40,000 
points are required for a business class reward flight within the U.S., and 50,000 points are required for an economy 
class reward flight between the U.S. and Europe.  Assuming that the price of a business class domestic flight is more 
than 1.6 times the price of an economy class domestic flight and the price of an economy class flight to Europe is more 
than twice the price of an economy class flight with in the U.S., then the value of rewards increases non-linearly with 
the number of points required. These assumptions may not necessarily be true for all possible ticket prices, but on 
average these relationships should hold. 
7 Only points earned on purchased airline tickets count towards elite-level qualification.  Points earned from non-airline 
partners (such as rental car companies) or through credit card purchases do not count.  In this way, the elite level 
programs truly reward the airline’s most frequent flyers. 
8 Moreover, the preferential treatment that a consumer begins to receive once he has accumulated enough points to 
receive tier status with an airline gives that consumer an incentive to continue flying with that airline even after tier 
status has been achieved. 
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II. B. FFPs and Market Power at Dominated Airports 

As described above, FFPs’ reward schedules give consumers an incentive to 

accumulate all of their points in a single carrier’s program.  If consumers regularly fly to 

multiple destinations, or are uncertain about where they will need to fly, then they will 

prefer the FFP of the airline that serves the largest set of routes out of their home airport.  

In addition to maximizing their opportunities for earning points, this airline will also offer 

the largest selection of reward destinations.  For both of these reasons, the dominant 

airline at an airport will offer the most attractive FFP, for consumers at that airport.9  

Once consumers become invested in that airline’s FFP, any flight not taken with that 

airline represents forgone FFP points.  To induce consumers to purchase their flights, 

carriers that are not dominant at the airport must offer consumers a lower price to 

compensate them for the forgone FFP points.  By requiring competitors to offer this 

“extra” price reduction, the use of a FFP by the dominant airline at an airport can lower 

the profits of airlines which serve only a small set of routes out of that airport.  This may 

deter entry by these carriers or, if they do enter, make it difficult for them to attract 

consumers, in particular lucrative ones (such as business travelers) who place a high 

value on FFP points and a low value on price.  The result is that, on many routes, a hub 

carrier may face little competition and, where competition does exist, the hub carrier may 

be able to both charge higher prices and capture a greater share of passengers. 

 This argument has been formalized by Borenstein (1996).10  In addition to 

showing how FFPs may deter entry, Borenstein’s model illustrates how specific 

characteristics of FFPs can enhance their effectiveness as an entry-deterring device.  For 

example, one feature that makes airlines’ FFPs so effective is the restrictions imposed on 

the availability of rewards.  By minimizing the extent to which reward flights displace 

would-be paid-for flights, FFPs allow a dominant airline to give consumers utility that 

has a very low cost (including opportunity cost) to the airline.  An airline with only a 

small presence at the airport must offer consumers a comparable level of utility but must 

                                                 
9 More generally, multi-product firms will have an advantage in the use of similarly structured loyalty programs. 
10 Other work on loyalty programs includes Levine (1987), Banerjee and Summers (1988) and Cairns and Galbraith 
(1990). In addition, within the switching-cost literature, FFPs are often used as an example of artificial or endogenous 
switching costs.  See Klemperer (1987a) and (1987b) for example. 
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do so in a more costly way - namely, through price reductions.  The greater the value of 

the dominant airline’s rewards relative to their cost, the greater the required price 

reduction by the smaller airline.   

 In addition, FFPs are also particularly effective because they exploit a principal-

agent problem between business travelers and their employers.  Because business 

travelers do not pay for their own flights but do keep the FFP points that are earned, they 

are less responsive to a smaller airline’s price cuts.  The fact that FFPs are most valuable 

to business travelers means that airlines with a smaller presence at the airport are 

effectively “shut out” of this most lucrative segment of the market.   

 

II.C. Potential Effects on Welfare 

 Given the discussion above, it is clear that one effect of FFPs may be to limit 

entry on routes that depart from dominated airports.  In Borenstein’s model, which has 

consumers with unit demand, the only effect of deterred entry is that it prevents a lower-

cost firm from serving the market.  In a model with downward sloping demand, reduced 

entry would likely also lead to higher prices and a lower number of tickets sold.  

However, in addition to their impact on competition and prices, FFPs may affect welfare 

in two other ways.11  First, FFPs create a principal-agent problem which may distort the 

purchasing behavior of business travelers whose tickets are paid for by their employer.  

This, in turn, may distort airlines’ allocation of high- and low-priced seats.  Second, by 

allowing airlines to bundle reward flights with paid-for flights, FFPs may be used as a 

form of price discrimination (assuming different consumers value different flights 

differently).  Furthermore, if the products used as rewards would not otherwise be sold, 

and if consumers’ valuation of these products is greater than their cost to the airline, then 

this price discrimination may be welfare-enhancing.  Clearly, the overall impact of FFPs 

on welfare depends on how these various effects tradeoff.  A complete analysis of how 

these effects interact would require a detailed structural model and is outside the scope of 

this paper.  As well, it should be emphasized that while the results of the empirical 

analysis clearly indicate that FFPs increase demand for airlines at their hub airports, these 

                                                 
11 This discussion draws directly on Borenstein (1996). 
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results alone cannot be used to draw conclusions about the welfare effects of these 

programs. 

 While the discussion so far has focused on the relationship between airport 

dominance and market power, one must also not overlook the ways in which hub-and-

spoke networks may enhance welfare.  Hubs allow airlines to achieve economies of 

density on spoke routes because they can both use larger aircraft and operate these 

aircraft at higher load factors.12 Hubs also allow airlines to offer high frequency 

connecting service on city pairs which may not have enough origin-to-destination traffic 

to support direct service or would have only support direct service at very low frequency.  

In addition to increasing frequency by a given carrier, hubs also increase the number of 

competing carriers that offer at least connecting service on any given city pair.  Finally, 

consumers living in hub cities benefit indirectly from the presence of passengers 

connecting through the hub because of the greater frequency that these passengers allow 

the hub airline to offer on routes that depart from the hub.13  

 

II.D. International Airline Alliances 

Because international partnerships provide the principal source of variation used 

to identify the effects of FFPs, a brief discussion of their background is warranted.  FFP 

partnerships with international airlines have been formed as part of a larger wave of 

alliance activity between domestic airlines and international carriers, which has taken 

place over the 1990s.  Over this period, the demand for international travel grew 

substantially.  However, unlike the domestic industry, international aviation remained 

highly regulated, with limitations on the extent to which airlines could serve routes into 

and within other countries.  As a result, domestic and foreign airlines formed alliances as 

a way to establish the equivalent of a large-scale international network.14  Through an 

alliance, domestic and foreign carriers coordinate their operations in various ways, in an 

attempt to enhance the quality and lower the costs of international itineraries that involve 

travel on both the domestic and the foreign airline (“interline service”).  FFP partnerships 

                                                 
12  See Brueckner, Dyer, and Spiller (1992) and Brueckner and Spiller (1994) for evidence on the relationship between 
network size and costs. 
13 Of course, it is precisely these consumers who are affected by the lack of competition a dominated airports. 
14 See Gellman Research Associates, Inc. (1994) for a detailed discussion of international airline alliances. 
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have emerged as part of these alliances.  In addition to reciprocal earning and redemption, 

some FFP partnerships include other types of cooperation between the loyalty programs.  

In addition to FFP benefits, international alliances may also include other forms 

of cooperation.  Many involve “codesharing”, whereby an airline will market and sell 

tickets under its own two-character designator code for a flight operated by another 

carrier.15  Codesharing airlines may also share terminal space, coordinate check-in and 

baggage handling and cooperate on other elements of their operations.  The most 

integrated form of airline alliance includes “antitrust immunity”, whereby the airlines are 

allowed to collaborate on fares for routes on which they codeshare, without being in 

violation of U.S. laws.  Most recently, airlines have begun to form large-scale multilateral 

alliances which involve codesharing, coordinated service, reciprocal FFP privileges, and, 

in many cases antitrust immunity. 

  

III. Empirical Approach 

To investigate the impact of FFP partnerships on demand at dominated airports, I 

estimate reduced-form demand equations.  The identification strategy exploits the fact 

that enhancements to an airline’s FFP should have the largest impact on consumers who 

participate (or expect to participate) in that airline’s FFP.  For example, members of 

Delta’s FFP should value Delta’s partnership with Air France while members of United’s 

FFP should not.  Since data on individual balances are not available, I proxy for the 

likelihood that consumers purchasing a particular flight are members of the airline’s FFP 

with the airline’s level of dominance at the origin airport of the route.  The impact of 

enhancements to FFPs is then estimated as the effect of FFP partnerships on routes that 

depart from airports at which an airline is dominant, relative to any effect on routes that 

depart from airports at which the airline is not dominant.  In this way, an airline’s routes 

out of airports at which it is not dominant act as a “control group”, capturing any 

unobserved factors which may be correlated with changes in an airline’s FFP partnerships 

                                                 
15 With codesharing, a trip that involves flight segments on two different airlines will appear as being 
operated by a single carrier.  In industry terms, codesharing turns “interline” service, which involves travel on two 
different airlines, into “online” service, which involves travel on only one airline.  There is evidence that consumers 
have a preference for online service. 
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but which do not differentially affect routes out of airports at which the airline is 

dominant.   

I implement this strategy by including three sets of fixed effects.  First, I use 

airline-origin fixed effects to control for time invariant unobservable factors that affect an 

airline’s demand on routes departing from a particular airport.  These fixed effects 

capture the underlying effect of an airline’s level of dominance at an airport (the hub 

effect).  By including a separate fixed effect for each airline-origin, as opposed to a fixed 

effect that is common across all hubs or all of a given airline’s hubs, the effect of airport 

dominance is controlled for in a very flexible way.   

Second, airline-quarter fixed effects are used to control for airline-specific time 

effects.  These control for other changes over time in an airline’s demand which may be 

correlated with the formation of FFP partnerships but which affect the airline’s flights on 

all routes equally.  For example, airlines may undertake “service improvement packages” 

in which they both form FFP partnerships and improve elements of on-board service.  

Alternatively, domestic airlines may be better able to form partnerships when 

international airlines perceive them to be of higher quality, based on factors unobserved 

to the econometrician.  In both of these cases, changes in FFP partners would be 

correlated with unobservable factors which might increase demand, but these increases 

would be captured by the airline-quarter fixed effects.   

Finally, route-quarter fixed effects are included to control for time-varying 

unobservables that are common to all carriers on a route.  These, for example, would 

control for the effects of entry into the route by a low-cost competitor.  Given these three 

sets of fixed effects, the key identifying assumption of the model is that there are no 

unobserved factors that are correlated with changes in an airline’s FFP partners and that 

differentially affect the airline’s flights on routes that depart from airports at which it is 

dominant, relative to its flights routes that depart from the airports at which it is not 

dominant and relative to other airlines’ flights on the route. 

It may be helpful to relate the empirical strategy used here to that used in the 

earlier work by Borenstein (1989 and 1991) and Berry, Carnall and Spiller (1997) which 

estimates the relationship between airport dominance and fares and/or demand.   Those 

papers use cross-sectional variation in the size of an airline’s operations at different 
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airports to estimate a hub effect.  In contrast, this paper uses times-series variation in the 

size an airline’s FFP partner network to estimate the change in the hub effect when an 

airline enhances its FFP, controlling for the airline’s average hub effect at the airport and 

controlling for changes experienced by the airline on routes that depart from non-hubs 

and for changes experienced by non-hub carriers on the route.  Assuming that FFP 

partnerships do not affect any of the other sources of advantage that stem from airport 

dominance, then the estimated change in the hub premium will reflect only the response 

to enhancements to the airlines’ FFPs. 

 

III. A. Reduced Form Demand Equation 

Let r represent the route of travel, o represent the origin airport of the route, t 

represent the quarter of travel, and j represent the airline.  A product, p, is a routing (for 

example, direct service or connecting service through Chicago O’Hare) and an 

observation is a particular routing, on an airline, on a route in a quarter.  

To investigate the relationship between enhancements to FFPs and demand, I 

estimate the following reduced form demand equation: 
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16 I also construct a more detailed measure of an airline’s level of dominance at an airport, which is explained in the 
next section. 
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effects for airline-origin, airline-quarter and route-quarter.  Note that the non-interacted 

effects of  and  are not separately identified from the airline-quarter 

and airline-origin fixed effects.  A finding of 

t
jFFP joHUBDEP _

03 >β  would indicate that enhancements to 

FFPs increase demand on routes that depart from an airline’s hubs, relative to any 

increase in demand on these routes that is common to all of an airline’s routes and to all 

of the other carriers on the route. 

 Even with the included fixed effects, the fare variables in the above specification 

are likely to be correlated with the error term.  For example, an increase in advertising by 

an airline in a particular city will be correlated with both the airline’s fares and number of 

passengers on routes that depart from that city and this will not be captured by the fixed 

effects.  To address this, I instrument for the fare variables.  Because of the large number 

of fixed effects in the model, it is difficult to find instruments whose variation is not 

entirely captured by the fixed effects.  However, because I expect (and the fare 

regressions confirm) that fares and the size of an airline’s FFP partner network are highly 

correlated, ignoring the endogeneity of the fare variables could significantly bias the 

estimates on the FFP variable.  

Following numerous studies in the discrete choice demand literature, I exploit the 

fact that a firm that offers multiple products in a market will jointly set the prices of its 

products.17  Even on a given route, airlines can be multiproduct firms because they may 

serve the route with both direct and connecting service through one or more airports.  In 

setting fares, an airline that offers multiple products will recognize that increasing the 

price for its direct flight, for example, may cause consumers to substitute to its own 

connecting flight, rather than to a rival product.  All else equal, an airline that offers both 

direct and connecting service on a route should set a higher price for its direct flight than 

an airline that offers only direct service on the route.  To capture this, I construct two 

instruments which measure the number of other products that an airline offers on a route, 

distinguishing between direct and connecting.  The first is a dummy variable that equals 

one if a carrier also offers direct service on this route.   This variable is necessarily equal 

to zero for direct flights. The second is a continuous variable which measures the number 

                                                 
17 For example, see Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995) and Bresnahan, Stern, and Trajtenberg (1997). 
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of other routings that the carrier offers on this route that are connecting.  This variable 

may be greater than zero for direct and connecting flights.   

 The validity of these instruments depends on them being correlated with fares 

and uncorrelated with unobserved factors affecting demand (after controlling for the 

fixed effects included in the model).  In general, the number of different routings that an 

airline offers will depend on factors exogenous to demand. Specifically, whether or not 

airlines offer multiple routings on a route depends, in large part, on the distance of the 

route and on the number and locations of the airline’s hubs.  On longer routes, consumers 

can more conveniently connect through multiple different airports, allowing an airline to 

offer a larger number of different routings.  For example, a passenger traveling between 

Boston and San Francisco could conveniently connect through a larger number of 

different airports than a passenger traveling between Boston and New York.18  In 

addition, depending on the number and location of an airline’s hubs, it will offer a 

different number of routings on a given route.  For example, on a route like Fort 

Lauderdale-Boston, US Airways (which has a very strong presence in the Northeast) 

offers connecting service through four different airports while United and Northwest 

(whose hubs are mostly in the central and western parts of the country) offer connecting 

service through at most one airport.  Even if the number of routings offered is not 

correlated with unobservables affecting demand, it is possible that it might directly affect 

consumers’ valuations of any given routing if consumers view more routings as providing 

greater convenience should their flight be cancelled or missed.  However, it is likely only 

a very small set of travelers who are informed about other potential routings and more 

likely the case that travelers may be informed about the frequency of flights on a 

particular routing.   

 

III. B. Reduced Form Pricing Equation 

 After the estimating the demand equations, I estimate reduced-form pricing 

equations to investigate if and at which airports enhancements to FFPs increase fares.  

These equations are essentially the first stage equations from the demand estimation.  

                                                 
18 In the sample used, routes on which an airline offers more than one connecting routing are about 25% longer than 
routes on which an airline offers only one connecting itinerary.  Routes on which an airline offers both direct and 
connecting service are almost twice as long as routes on which the airline only offers direct service.   
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However, in addition to the impact on the mean fare, I also explore the effects at different 

points of the fare distribution and on different subsamples of tickets.  Specifically, I 

estimate the following: 

(2)    
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All variables and fixed effects are defined as above.  Note that a finding of 03 >β  may 

result from either an increase in the fares charged by airlines or an increase in the number 

of consumers purchasing higher priced tickets.  Because the data on fares report only 

transaction and not posted prices, the empirical specifications cannot distinguish between 

these two alternatives.   

 

III. C. The Effects of Other Alliance Activity 

As described in Section II, FFP partnerships may coincide with other forms of 

alliance activity, such as codesharing.  In addition, FFP partnerships themselves vary in 

the extent to which they offer other FFP-related privileges such as reciprocal elite 

benefits.  The fact that many partnerships occur along with various other forms of 

coordination raises two questions.  First, do partnerships with more generous FFP 

privileges have a larger impact than partnerships with less generous privileges?  Second, 

could the estimates be capturing codesharing or anti-trust immunity rather than the effects 

of the FFP partnership? 

With respect to the first issue, partnerships with greater FFP privileges should 

indeed have a larger impact on demand on domestic routes (these partnerships are, in a 

sense, “bigger” enhancements).  In theory, one could try to estimate this using data on the 

characteristics of each FFP partnerships.  However, data on these is not available in any 

systematic way.  In addition, the partnerships that do offer these additional FFP privileges 

are often part of a multi-lateral alliance such as Star Alliance.  Since much of the 

variation in the number of flights and destinations measures comes from the expansion of 

these alliances during the sample, it would be difficult to separately identify the overall 

partner expansion effects from the effects of enhanced privileges.   
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With respect to the coincidence of codesharing or antitrust immunity, the 

empirical approach deals with this in several ways.19  First, recall that the empirical 

strategy estimates the effects of international alliances on demand on domestic routes.  

As a result, only those characteristics of an airline’s international alliance which affect 

the quality of its domestic itineraries will be captured by the estimates.  Many of the 

activities associated with an international airline alliance improve the quality and/or 

lower the price of international itineraries but should have no direct effect on the quality 

of domestic flights.  Second, the specifications all include airline-quarter fixed effects.  

Therefore, even if the formation of a FFP partnership is correlated with other perceived 

or actual quality improvements, as long as all of the airline’s routes are affected equally, 

these will be captured by the airline-quarter fixed effects.  Finally, it is possible that 

international alliances are associated with quality improvements that differentially affect 

an airline’s hub airports.  I present a robustness check in Section V that addresses this. 

 

IV. Data20  

IV. A. Sources of Data 

Data on fares and passengers are taken from Databank 1A (DB1A) of the 

Department of Transportation’s Origin and Destination Survey (O&D).  This databank is 

a random 10% sample of all domestic tickets that originate in the U.S. on domestic 

carriers each quarter.  This dataset is combined with data on the FFP partners of the six 

airlines included in the sample: American Airlines, Continental Airlines, Delta Airlines, 

Northwest Airlines, United Airlines, and US Airways.21  The information on FFP 

partners was compiled using Inside Flyer magazine, a monthly publication targeted 

towards frequent flyers.22  In each edition, Inside Flyer publishes a feature called 

“Programs & Partners” which provides detailed information, for every airline operating a 

FFP, on all of the partners participating in that airline’s program.  I use this information 

                                                 
19 I do not explicitly try to include measures of other alliance features such as codesharing in the regression because 
estimating the effects of these things is not the objective of this paper.   
20 Details on the data and construction of the sample can be found in the Appendix. 
21 These six airlines, by far, have the greatest amount of international FFP partnership activity.   
22  Inside Flyer and the Official Frequent Flyer Guidebooks are published by a company called Frequent Flyer Services.  
This company develops and distributes products and services that focus on frequent traveler services.  For more 
information on Frequent Flyer Services, see http://www.webflyer.com/. 
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to identify the FFP partners for each of these six airlines in each month and to track 

additions and losses of partners over time.   

To determine the exact changes in earning and redemption opportunities resulting 

from the addition or loss of a FFP partner, changes in partner airlines are mapped into 

changes in the actual set of flights that are eligible for points accrual and redemption. 

This requires examination of each individual partnership because, in many partnerships, 

only a subset of the partner airline’s flights is actually made available to members of the 

domestic airline’s FFP.  This information was obtained using five editions of the Official 

Frequent Flyer Guidebook (OFFG).  The OFFGs provide very detailed information on 

each airline’s FFP, its partners and the exact rewards that can be redeemed with each 

partner.  For example, OFFG sixth edition lists Aer Lingus as a Delta Airlines partner 

and lists two types of rewards that are available to Delta Airlines FFP members on Aer 

Lingus.  The first is, “[b]etween the 48 contiguous states, Alaska, Bermuda, Canada, the 

Caribbean or Mexico and geographical Europe.”  The second is, “[w]ithin geographical 

Europe.”  Based on this information, all Aer Lingus flights that fall into either of these 

two categories would be counted as eligible flights in Delta’s FFP.23  Although the 

OFFGs only describe the partner flights that are eligible for redemption by members of 

the domestic airline’s FFP, I assume that all flights that are eligible for award redemption 

are also eligible for points accrual.24  The information on eligible flights taken from the 

OFFGs is then combined with data on the flight schedules of each partner airline in each 

quarter, obtained from the Official Airlines Guide (OAG).  This data is used to map the 

information in the OFFGs into an actual set of eligible flights. 

 

IV. B. Construction of the Sample 

The sample period used is 1996-2000.  This is a period of overall FFP partnership 

expansion, although some of the airlines experience periods of partnership contraction, as 

well.  During this period, each of the four major multilateral alliances was launched.  In 

each case, the alliance substantially increased the reach of the domestic member’s FFP, 

                                                 
23 In some cases, rewards listed in the OFFGs will not appear in my flight schedule data because they require 
connections and the flight schedule data only includes direct flights.   
24 Looking at the Program Guides for various airlines, this appeared to true.   
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particularly because the alliances allow for reciprocal earning and redemption on the full 

network of each member.25,26

The dataset is restricted to round-trip flights that are either direct or online 

(connecting service with both legs traveled on the same airline).  One-way tickets are 

eliminated because they are always coded as departing flights and therefore do not allow 

the traveler’s home airport to be identified.   The sample is restricted to routes between 

the top 30 domestic airports, based on year 2000 enplanements.27  This produces a 

sample of 802 distinct routes that includes almost all of the hub airports of the six airlines 

included in the sample.  The sample also includes a number of non-hub airports, such as 

Boston and La Guardia.   

 

IV.C. Variable Construction and Summary Statistics  

 Summary statistics for all variables appear in Table 2.  

 

i. Fares and Passengers  

For each product, I calculate the passenger-weighted mean, 20th, and 80th 

percentile fare paid.28  These variables are, respectively, called FARE, P20FARE, and 

P80FARE.  The number of passengers purchasing each product in a quarter is called 

PASS.   

 

ii. Measures of Airport Dominance 

An airline’s level of dominance at an airport is used to proxy for the likelihood 

that consumers at that airport are members of that airline’s FFP.  I construct two 

measures of airport dominance.  DEP_HUB is a dummy variable that equals one if a 

                                                 
25 Note that many of the airlines within these multilateral alliances had bilateral FFP partnerships prior to the launch of 
the multilateral agreements.  However, in many cases, the launch of the multilateral alliances changed the scope of 
reciprocal earning and redemption between the partners from applying only to select partner flights to system wide 
earning and redemption privileges.  These changes in the scope of earning and redemption opportunities within existing 
partnerships will be help identify the impact of enhancements to FFPs on demand; however, any earning and 
redemption privileges that were in place prior to the start of the sample period will, of course, not. 
26 In addition, the launch of the multilateral alliances, beginning with Star Alliance in May of 1997, likely increased 
consumers’ awareness of FFP partnerships.  For example, following the launch of the Star Alliance, United Airlines’ 
planes bore both the United logo and the Star Alliance logo. 
27 Together, these 30 airports accounted for almost 70% of total national enplanements in 2000.   
28 All fares have been converted to 2001 dollars. 
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flight departs from an airport that is one of the carrier’s hubs.29  SH_FLTS is a measure 

of an airline’s share of departing domestic flights from an airport.  SH_FLTS is 

constructed using the OAG data and is calculated as the number of direct domestic flights 

per week by the airline departing from that airport divided by the total number of direct 

domestic flights departing from that airport in a week.30  I use SH_FLTS to construct 

four share-of-flights categories.  The categories, respectively, equal one if an airline has 

less than 20% of departing domestic flights (SHCAT0), between 20% and 40% of 

departing domestic flights (SHCAT1), between 40% and 60% of departing domestic 

flights (SHCAT2), and more than 60% of departing domestic flights (SHCAT3).31   

   

iii. FFP Variables 

Changes in an airline’s international FFP partnerships can be considered to affect 

two characteristics of its FFP: the scale and the scope.  I use “scale” to refer to the 

number of flights on which an airline’s FFP points can be earned and redeemed, and 

“scope” to refer to the number of destinations that can be reached on flights on which an 

airline’s FFP points can be earned or redeemed.32  Partnerships with international airlines 

will generally increase both the scale and the scope of a domestic airline’s FFP because 

they often allow for earning and redemption on both the partner’s flights between the 

U.S. and international destinations (routes that may or may not be served by the domestic 

airline as well) and within the international partner’s domestic network (routes that likely 

are not served by the domestic airline).33   

To measure the scale of an airline’s FFP partner network, I construct 

FFP_SCALE which equals the total number of partner flights per week between the U.S. 

and international destinations or between international destinations on which airline j’s 

                                                 
29 An airport is classified as an airline’s hub if the airline describes it to be one of its hubs on its website. 
30 This variable was also constructed as the airline’s share of total (domestic and international) direct departing flights.  
The results using this variable are very similar to those reported here. 
31 To construct these categories, I first estimated the model using more disaggregated share categories.  This 
specification is presented in the Appendix. Based on the results of this specification, I construct the four broader share 
categories. 
32 Levine (1987), in his discussion of FFPs, describes them as creating demand side economies of scale and scope. 
33 One could also imagine a third characteristic of an airline’s partner network, which might be called “quality”.  
Different destinations might be more valuable than others, though the destinations that would be valuable from an 
earnings perspective would differ from those that would be valuable from a redemption perspective.  For example, 
Hawaii (a leisure destinations) might be valuable on the redemption side, whereas London (a business destinations) 
might be valuable on the earning side.  In theory, a FFP variable could be constructed that assigns a “weight” to each 
destination, though it is not obvious how these weights would be determined.   
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FFP points can be earned or redeemed.  This variable is simply a count of the number of 

international partner flights that operate in a week on which a passenger who is a member 

of airline j’s FFP could be earning or redeeming airline j’s FFP points.  Figures 1A and 

1B plot FFP_SCALE over the sample period for AA, DL, and UA and CO, NW, and US, 

respectively.  As the figures suggest, over the sample period, there is a substantial amount 

of variation in this variable both across airlines and over time. 

This variable, however, gives equal weight to each flight and does not account for 

the fact that fewer total flights, but more potential destinations, may be preferred by 

consumers.  Therefore, to capture the scope of airlines’ FFP partner networks, I construct 

a FFP_SCOPE which equals the number of distinct international destinations that can be 

reached either: (1) directly from the U.S. on an international FFP partner flight (i.e.: 

include Paris if Air France serves Boston to Paris and Air France is a partner), (2) with 

one connection from the U.S. on international FFP partner flights (i.e.: include Nice if Air 

France serves Boston to Paris and Paris to Nice and Air France is a partner), or (3) with a 

direct international flight from the U.S. on the of domestic airline and a connecting flight 

to another international destination on one of the airline’s international FFP partners (i.e.: 

include Munich if United serves Boston to Frankfurt and Lufthansa serves Frankfurt to 

Munich and Lufthansa is a partner, but do not include Frankfurt because it is reached on 

United). 

 

V. Empirical Results 

V. A. The Effects of Enhancements to FFPs on Demand 

Tables 2 through 4 present the demand results.   

 

i. FFP Scale Variable 

 Table 2 estimates the effects of enhancements to FFPs using the FFP_SCALE 

variable and the DEP_HUB measure of dominance.  The first column shows the impact 

of enhancements to FFPs on demand, ignoring the endogeneity of FARE.  The coefficient 

on FARE is negative and significant but quite small.  The coefficient on 

FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB is negative and marginally significant.  In the second column 
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of the table, I instrument for FARE using the instruments describe in Section III.34  Once 

instrumented for, the coefficient on the FARE variable increases in magnitude 

substantially, suggesting the presence of unobserved factors that increase both an airline’s 

fares and number of passengers.  As well, the coefficient on FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB is 

now estimated to be positive and statistically significant at the 1% level, indicating that 

enhancements to an airline’s FFP are associated with increases in demand on routes that 

depart from an airline’s hubs.  The fact the coefficient on the FFP is estimated to be 

positive in the 2SLS specification hints at the positive correlation between FFPs and 

fares, which is confirmed by the pricing equations described in the next section. 

 The magnitude of the FARE coefficient implies that a $1 increase in fare 

decreases an airline’s number of passengers by about 3%.  At the mean one-way fare in 

the sample of $212, this implies a price elasticity of demand of approximately -6.  This 

estimate of the price elasticity of airline demand is somewhat larger than those obtained 

in previous work.  For example, Armantier and Richard (2005) obtain own price 

elasticities that range between -1.4 to -2.6 using a discrete choice model with random 

coefficients using data from 1998 to 2000.  Peters (2003) obtains estimates in the -3 to -4 

range using nested logit and GEV models of demand on data from the late 1980s.  Earlier 

work such as Oum, Gillen and Noble (1986) estimates the price elasticity of airline 

demand to be in the -1 to -2 range.   

 There are several reasons why the estimate obtained here is somewhat larger than 

these others.  First, airline demand in the late 1990s is probably more elastic than it was 

in earlier years because the internet has substantially increased consumers’ ability to 

conduct search and compare fares.  Second, because the sample includes only the six 

large network carriers, the effective outside option during my sample period includes 

travel on low-cost carriers (LCCs).  Having the option of traveling on a LCC likely 

increases consumers’ responsiveness to price increases by the network carriers.  Third, 

because of the panel nature of my data, I am able to use route-quarter fixed effects to 

control for route-level unobservables which may be correlated with both fares and 

demand.  This will increase my elasticity estimates relative to those obtained in studies 

                                                 
34 The first-stage regression is presented in the Appendix. 
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without route-level fixed effects.35  Finally, as will discussed below, the elasticity of 

demand for the hub carrier on hub routes is, in fact, estimated to be significantly lower 

than that estimated here. 

 The magnitude of the estimate on FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB in (2-2) implies that 

increasing the number of eligible partner flights by 1000 increases an airline’s demand on 

routes that depart from its hubs by 2.2% (this is in addition to any demand changes 

captured by the fixed effects).  To provide some scale for the effect of an “additional 

1000 partner flights”, one can consider the number of eligible partner flights added by the 

following FFP partnerships.  United’s addition of Mexicana in 1997 added approximately 

4200 eligible flights, American’s addition of Iberia in 1999 added approximately 5280 

flights, Delta’s addition of Air France in 1997 added about 3500 flights, and Northwest’s 

addition of Japan Air System in 1998 added close to 3000 flights.  In considering the 

magnitude of the FPP estimates, it is important to keep in mind that these regressions are 

estimating the impact of an incremental change on a fairly large base (the mean of 

FFP_SCALE in the sample is approximately 23,000 partner flights per week).  One might 

expect that there are nonlinearities in the effects of FFPs such that the impact of 

eliminating all partner flights or eliminating FFPs entirely might be quite different than 

those estimated here. 

 The signs and magnitudes of the estimates on the other variables in (2-2) are 

reasonable.  Direct itineraries are associated with much higher demand and direct 

itineraries with higher frequency are associated with even higher demand.  The 

coefficient on DIRECT implies that direct itineraries have 300% higher demand than 

connecting itineraries.  This might seem high, however recall that the regressions include 

route-quarter fixed effects so that coefficient on the DIRECT variable is identified off of 

routes where there is at least one direct and one connecting product.  The raw data 

indicate that in these markets, the number of passengers choosing the direct product tends 

to be substantially larger than the number of passengers choosing any one of the 

connecting itineraries. 

                                                 
35 This should only matter if studies that do not include route fixed effects do not have perfect instruments 
for price.    
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 In the third column of Table 2, I allow the price sensitivity of demand to vary 

across hub and non-hub carriers by interacting the FARE variable with DEP_HUB.  I 

treat this interaction term as endogenous and instrument for it with interactions of my two 

instruments with DEP_HUB.  If demand for a hub carrier is less elastic - perhaps because 

its FFP allows it to attract price insensitive business travelers - then omitting this 

interaction could bias the estimate on FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB.  The results in (3-3) 

indicate that demand for a hub carrier is less price sensitive.  The price elasticity of 

demand falls to about -4 on itineraries traveled on a hub carrier.  With the inclusion of the 

FARE*HUB interaction, the coefficient on FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB decreases in 

magnitude by about 38% (to about 1.35%) but remains significant at the 1% level.   

In the final column of Table 2, I estimate a “truly” reduced-form demand 

equation, in the sense that I omit the FARE variables from the model.  This specification 

estimates the effect of enhancements to FFPs on the equilibrium number of passengers 

carried.  Of course, this effect includes both the direct effect of enhancements to FFPs on 

quantity plus the indirect effect on quantity resulting from any changes in fares.  The 

coefficient on FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB in (2-4) indicates that the overall effect of 

enhancements to FFPs on passengers carried is negative.  This result suggests (and it is 

confirmed by the fare regressions in Section V.B.) that enhancements to FFPs shift and 

rotate an airline’s demand curve, resulting in a new equilibrium that is characterized by a 

smaller number of passengers paying higher fares.  This finding is consistent with the 

idea that enhancements to FFPs likely have a larger impact on the willingness-to-pay of 

passengers that already have a high valuation of the airline and its FFP than they do on 

the willingness-to-pay of passengers with a low valuation. 

 

ii. Alternative Measure of Dominance 

Tables 3 continues to explore the relationship between the effects of 

enhancements to FFPs and airport dominance by using the more flexible SHCAT 

measures of dominance (and returning to the specification that includes the FARE 

variables).  Relative to the HUB variable, the SHCATs account for the fact that some hub 

airports are very heavily dominated by the hub carrier (for example, Atlanta and 

Minneapolis) while others, particularly those that are hubs to more than one carrier (for 
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example, Chicago O’Hare), are less so.  In addition, some airports that are not hubs to 

any airline may nonetheless have one or two airlines with a moderate sized presence at 

that airport.  For example, while Boston is not a hub for any airline, Delta and US 

Airways, on average, have 24% and 31% of departing domestic flights, respectively.  At 

an airport like this, consumers may still be invested in one or both of these airlines’ FFPs 

and changes in the airlines’ earning and redemption opportunities may impact the 

airlines’ demand.   

In the first column of Table 3, I do not allow the price coefficient to vary across 

more and less dominant carriers.  The estimates on the FFP_SCALE*SHCAT 

interactions indicate a small (approximately 0.6%) but statistically significant change in 

demand on an airline’s routes that depart from airports at which it has between 20% and 

40% of departing flights, relative to any change on its routes out of airports at which it 

has less than 20% of departing flights (the omitted category).  Airlines also experience a 

similar sized increase in demand on their routes that depart from airports in SHCAT2 and 

a test of the equality of the effects in these two categories cannot be rejected.  But then 

the impact of enhancements to FFPs on demand more than triples (relative to SHCAT2) 

for routes that depart from airports at which the airline has more than 60% of departing 

flights.  A test of the hypotheses that the effects of additional partner flights is equal on 

routes that depart from airports in SHCAT2 and SHCAT3 can be rejected at the 1% 

significance level.   

In (3-2), I allow demand to be less price sensitive on routes that depart from an 

airline’s dominated airports and interact FARE with DEP_HUB.  The estimates on the 

fare variables again indicate that demand is less price sensitive on an airline’s routes that 

depart from its hubs.  The estimates on the FFP interaction terms are positive and 

significant for SHAT1 and SHCAT3.  The point estimate on FFP_SCALE*SHCAT2 is 

again quite similar to that on FFP_SCALE*SHCAT1, however it is estimated with a 

larger standard error.  Relative to (3-1), the magnitudes of the coefficients on the FFP 

interaction terms fall, however the pattern of effects across the different SHCATs is quite 

consistent.  As in (3-1), the effect of enhancements to FFPs on demand is estimated to be 

three times as large on airline’s routes that depart from airports in SHCAT3, relative to 

SHCAT2.   
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In (3-3), FARE is interacted with the SHCAT dummies and FFP_SCALE is 

interacted with DEP_HUB.36  This specification allows for the most flexible pattern of 

price sensitivities.  The results again suggest that the price sensitivity of demand falls as 

an airline’s dominance of an airport increases.  The FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB interaction 

is estimated to be positive and statistically significant at the 1% level and almost identical 

in magnitude to the estimate obtained in (2-3).  Taken together, these specifications 

suggest that enhancements to FFPs increase demand on routes that depart from airports at 

which it is dominant, with the effect increasing with an airline’s level dominance. This 

pattern is not simply capturing the fact that consumers are less price sensitive on these 

routes.   

 

iii. FFP Scope Variables 

Table 4 presents the results of the demand estimates using FFP_SCOPE.  In (4-1), 

both FARE and FFP_SCOPE are interacted with DEP_HUB.  In (4-2), FFP_SCOPE is 

interacted with the SHCAT dummies and FARE is left uninteracted.  In (4-3), FARE is 

interacted with DEP_HUB and FFP_SCOPE with the SHCATs and, in (4-4), the reverse.  

In all four specifications, the coefficients on the FFP interaction terms are positive and 

highly significant.  The estimates from the SHCAT specification again indicate that the 

real impact of improved partner earning and redemption opportunities occurs on routes 

that depart from airports at which an airline has more than 60% of departing flights.  

Small effects are still detected for routes that depart from airports in SHCAT2 and 

SHCAT2, but the effect is again about one-third the size of the effect in SHCAT3.   

The coefficients on the FFP_SCOPE interactions in Table 4 suggest that a one 

unit increase in the number of international destinations that can be reached on an 

airline’s FFP partners increases the airline’s demand on routes out its most dominated 

airports by about 0.24%.  Comparing this estimate to the one obtained using the 

FFP_SCALE variable, the impact on demand on routes that depart from airports in 

                                                 
36I tried interacting both FARE and FFP_SCALE with the SHCAT variables and several of the estimates changed 
signs.  I suspect that the FARE and FFP_SCALE interactions are too correlated with each other to be included in the 
same regression.  The raw correlation between FARE*SHCAT2 and FFP_SCALE*SHCAT2 is 0.80. 
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SHCAT3 of an additional 1000 international partner flights is roughly equal to the impact 

of seven additional international destinations. 

Overall, the results so far suggest that enhancements to FFPs are associated with 

increases in an airline’s demand on routes that depart from airports at which it is 

dominant.  While the exact magnitudes of the estimates on the FFP variables are 

themselves not that informative (because they speak only to the size of the enhancement 

effect), the relative magnitudes of the estimates are quite telling.  The results clearly 

indicate that impact of enhancements to FFPs is occurring at precisely those airports at 

which an airline is very dominant, defined as having at least 60% of departing flights.  

Indeed, the impact on airline’s routes out of these airports is three times as large as the 

impact on routes out of airports at which is has between 40% and 60% of flights.  To the 

extent that the airports at which enhancements to FFPs affect demand are the same 

airports at which FFPs themselves affect demand, then the estimated pattern of 

coefficients clearly suggest that FFPs confer an advantage to specifically those airlines 

that have a very dominant position at an airport. 

 

V. B. The Effects of Enhancements to FFPs on Fares 

If enhancements to FFPs increase an airline’s demand, then they may allow an 

airline to increase fares. The first stage FARE equation presented in the Appendix already 

indicates that this is the case.  Tables 5 investigates the impact on fares in a more slightly 

detailed way.   

 The first column of Table 5 estimates the impact of partner earning and 

redemption opportunities on the passenger-weighted mean fare paid using FFP_SCALE 

and DEP_HUB.  The coefficient on FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB is estimated to be positive 

and statistically significant at the 1% level, indicating that enhancements to an airline’s 

FFP are associated with higher fares on routes that depart from an airline’s hubs.  The 

magnitude of the coefficients implies that increasing the number of eligible partner flights 

in airline’s FFP by 1000 increases the mean fare received by 0.32%.  At the mean 

roundtrip fare on routes that depart from hubs, about $514, this implies a fare increase of 

about $1.60.  
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 Column two of Table 5 uses the SHCATs instead of the DEP_HUB variable.  

Consistent with the demand results, the estimates in this column indicate that the effects 

of enhancements to FFPs are, by far, largest on routes departing from an airline’s most 

dominated airports.  Relative to any change in fares in the omitted category, routes that 

depart from airports in SHCAT1 experience a small but statistically significant additional 

increase in mean fares - approximately by 0.09% or $0.39 for an additional 1000 eligible 

partner flights.  Then, the impact of enhancements to FFPs on fares increases by about 

70% for routes from airports at which an airline has between 40% and 60% of departing 

flights, and more than doubles (relative to SHCAT2) for routes that depart from airports 

at which the airline has more than 60% of departing flights.  Tests of the hypotheses that 

the effects of additional partner flights is equal on routes that depart from airports in 

SHCAT1 and SHCAT2 and in SHCAT2 and SHCAT3 can both be rejected at the 5% 

significance level.   

Columns 3 and 4 estimate the impact of enhancements to FFPs on the 20th and 

80th percentile fares paid.  To the extent that fares at the top of the distribution represent 

tickets that are more likely to have been purchased by business travelers who have a 

higher valuation of FFP points, then the finding of a larger impact at the top of the 

distribution would provide additional support that this is indeed a FFP effect.  Comparing 

the point estimates across specifications suggests that this is the case.  Enhancements to 

FFPs appear to have a larger effect on the 80th percentile fare than the 20th, in particular 

for routes in SHCAT3.  In specifications not reported, I also estimate the effects on the 

20th, 40th and 60th percentile fare.  Those results indicate that enhancements to FFPs 

actually have the largest effect on the 60th percentile fare.  This finding is not too 

surprising given that, without any information on ticket restrictions, a fare’s “location” in 

the distribution is only a rough approximation for its likelihood of being purchased by a 

business traveler.  A fare at the top of the distribution may represent an unrestricted coach 

ticket purchased by a business traveler or a last-minute ticket purchased for a family 

emergency.  While the former may be expected to have an above average valuation of 

FFP points, the latter should not.  Given this, a more useful test may be to compare the 

effects of enhancements to FFPs on coach tickets to the effects on business and first class 

tickets, as this set of tickets is almost surely purchased by business travelers.  The results 
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of this exercise are presented in (5-5).37  Note that because of the much smaller sample 

size, the route-quarter fixed effects are omitted.38  The results suggest that enhancements 

to FFPs have a larger effect on first and business class tickets.  Looking at the first 

column, a 1000 increase in the number of eligible partner flights increases mean fares for 

first and business class tickets on an airline’s routes that depart from airports in SHCAT3 

by 0.56%, compared to 0.37% for coach tickets.  At the mean business or first class 

roundtrip fare on routes departing from airports in SHCAT3 ($1332), this implies a fare 

increase of $7.46.   

The coefficients on the other variables in the fare regression have reasonable signs 

and magnitudes.  Direct flights and direct routings with greater frequency are associated 

with higher mean and 80th percentile fares, but lower 20th percentile fares.  This negative 

relationship between DIRECT and fares at the lower parts of the distribution appears 

even in the unconditional means and may be reflecting the fact that the direct variable is 

correlated with other unobservable ticket characteristics that affect fares.  For example, 

last minute tickets may more often be connecting itineraries if there are no seats left on 

direct flights or very advance purchase tickets may more often be direct flights 

Overall, the fare results suggest that enhancements to FFPs are associated with 

higher equilibrium fares, particularly at an airline’s most dominated airports.39  In 

addition, the impact on fares appears to be larger at the top of the fare distribution than at 

the bottom and on first and business class tickets.  Taken together, these findings lend 

support to this indeed being a FFP effect.  

 
V.C. Alternative Possible Explanations 

 In this section, I discuss three alternative theories that could be consistent with the 

pattern of results found and present specifications that attempt to control for each.  First, 

codesharing and antitrust immunity often coincide with the formation of a FFP 

partnership.  There is now a small but growing literature that examines how airline 

                                                 
37 I do not use the sample of business and first class for the demand analysis because there is not sufficient variation in 
the instruments within that subsample for the fare coefficients to be identified. 
38 For comparison purposes, I have estimated the results from the sample of coach tickets omitting the route-quarter 
fixed effects and they are quite similar to the results obtained when these fixed effects are included. 
39 Though not reported, the results using the scope variable are extremely consistent with the results from the SCALE 
variable. 
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alliances impact demand and fares.40,41  One prediction of this literature is that 

codesharing and, in particular, antitrust immunity may lower prices and increase demand 

in interline markets.  But, as described earlier, codesharing and anti-trust immunity on 

international itineraries should have no direct effect on an airline’s demand and fares on 

domestic routes.  It is possible, though, that the formation of an international alliance and 

the resulting changes in demand on international routes may be correlated with other 

changes in actual or perceived quality which may affect demand on domestic routes.  For 

example, an airline may enhance its terminal space at one of its hubs in anticipation of 

increased international traffic.  This enhancement to its terminal space may improve 

consumers’ valuations on domestic flights in and out of that airport.  If these actual or 

perceived changes in quality primarily affect the domestic airline’s hub airports, then 

these will not be captured by the airline-quarter fixed effects. 

 To address this, I exploit the fact that any indirect effects from codesharing or 

antitrust immunity should have a symmetric effect on routes into and out of an airline’s 

hub.  However, the effects of a FFP partnership should still have a larger effect on routes 

that depart from an airline’s hubs because these consumers are more likely to be invested 

in the airline’s FFP.  To operationalize this, I interact FFP_SCALE with a variable 

ARR_HUB which equals one if a flight arrives at an airline’s hub.  I estimate the 

demand equation with this additional term and test whether the impact on flights 

departing from hubs is different than impact on flights arriving at hubs.42 The results of 

this are presented in the first column of Table 6. Enhancements to FFPs are estimated to 

have a positive and significant effect on routes that arrive at an airline’s hubs, however 

the point estimate is less than half the size of the effect on flights departing from hubs.  

A test of the hypothesis that the effects are equal on flights departing and arriving at 

hubs can be rejected at the 5% level.   

 Second, at the end of 1998 and beginning of 1999, the six major domestic airlines 

entered into three large-scale marketing alliances.  Continental and Northwest, United 

                                                 
40 To my knowledge, this literature does not address the implications of FFP partnerships. 
41 On international alliances, see Brueckner and Whalen (2000), Park and Zhang (2000), Brueckner (2001), and 
Brueckner (2003).   On domestic alliances, see Bamberger, Carlton and Neumann (2001), Armantier and Richard 
(2005) and Ito and Lee (2005). 
42 Intuitively, this approach is similar to Borenstein (1991) which uses differences in the direction of travel on a given 
city pair to estimate the hub effect. 
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and Delta, and American and US Airways each formed an alliance that allowed members 

of their FFP programs to earn and redeem their FFP points on their partner’s flights.43,44 

If these partnerships are valued more highly by consumers flying out of an airline’s hubs, 

then the formation of these partnerships mid-sample could be affecting the results.45  To 

control for this possibility, I exploit the fact that the domestic partnerships occur at a 

discrete point in time while there is continuous variation throughout the sample in the 

measures of international partner earning and redemption opportunities.46  I include in 

the model the variable DOM_PART*DEP_HUB which equals one if a flight departs 

from an airline’s hub and it is a period in which the airline’s domestic partnership is in 

place.  This allows the formation of a domestic partnership to lead to a level change in 

the quality of an airline’s flights out of its hubs, while the impact of the international 

partnerships is still identified off of the variation in the pre- and post- domestic 

partnerships periods.  The results of this specification are reported in the second column 

of Table 6.  The results suggest that, on average, consumers’ valuation of airlines’ flights 

out of their hubs did significantly increase after the formation of the domestic 

partnerships.47  However, even allowing for this level effect, changes in international 

partner earning and redemption opportunities are estimated to have a marginally 

significant additional effect on demand on routes that depart airports in SHCAT3.  It is 

possible that this coefficient is just picking up the fact that, like international FFP 

partnerships, the domestic partnerships have the largest effect at airports in SHCAT3 and 

this is not adequately captured by interacting DOM_PART with DEP_HUB.  However, 

this is perhaps less likely given that the value of a domestic partnership should depend 

on both partner’s size at the airport and at airports at which one partners has more than 

                                                 
43 For more information on these three domestic alliances, see U.S. General Accounting Office (1999). 
44 Of the three, the Continental-Northwest alliance is the only one to involve codesharing and is the only one still in 
effect.  Both the American-US Airways alliance and the United-Delta alliance have since been severed.  In addition, in 
late 2002, United and US Airways initiated a codesharing and FFP partnership and, in 2003, Delta joined the 
Continental-Northwest alliance.  
45Unlike international partnerships, which affect domestic demand only by expanding a domestic airline’s FFP, 
partnerships with domestic airlines may affect demand and fare by both expanding the domestic airline’s network and 
increasing airline substitutability (since each airline’s FFP  points can now be earned and redeemed on the other’s 
flights).  Because domestic partnerships have this additional effect, an investigation of their effects is conducted in a 
separate paper.  See Lederman (2005).   
46 However, much of the variation in international partners comes in the second part of the sample which makes it quite 
difficult to separate these two things. 
47 Since much of the variation in international partners comes during the second part of the sample, the increase in 
demand on routes departing from hubs in the latter part of the sample probably reflects a combination of the 
enhancement effect and the formation of the domestic partnerships. 
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60% of departing flights (i.e.: SHCAT3), the other partner is likely to have very few 

flights.  Furthermore, the domestic partnerships are themselves an enhancement to the 

airlines’ FFPs.  To the extent that my results do capture the domestic partnerships to 

some extent, then they can still be considered to be measuring the impact of 

enhancements to FFPs.48  

 Finally, in the third column of Table 6, I control for changes in the domestic 

airlines’ own number of flights from an airport.  If, over the sample period, an airline is 

increasing the number of flights that it itself offers from an airport, then this could be 

increasing the value to consumers of earning that airline’s FFP points.  I construct 

OWN_FLTS which measures the total number of weekly domestic departures that airline 

j operates from origin airport o in a given quarter.  I interact it with DEP_HUB to allow 

the effects of changes in the number of flights offered by the airline to be larger at 

airports at which the airline is dominant.  Changes in an airline’s own number of flights 

from an airport have no effect at non-hubs and a very small and only marginally 

significant effect on routes that depart from an airline’s hub.  The estimated effect of 

international partner flights is unchanged. 

 

V. D. Robustness to Selection of Airports 

In results not reported, I investigate the robustness of the results to, respectively, 

the exclusion of the four largest airports based on enplanements and the five most heavily 

dominated airports, based on SH_FLTS of the dominant carrier.  The estimated effect of 

changes in earning and redemption opportunities is robust across these different samples.   

 

IV. Conclusions 

Since the deregulation of the airline industry, the relationship between airport 

dominance and the competitiveness of routes departing from that airport has received 

much attention from both policy analysts and academics.  There is considerable evidence 

that airlines are able to charge higher prices and capture disproportionate market shares 

                                                 
48 Only the Continental-Northwest partnership had codesharing in addition to FFP reciprocity.  I have estimated the 
demand equation excluding Continental and Northwest and the results are quite similar.  Therefore, my results are not 
capturing the impact of their broader alliance. 
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on routes that depart from airports at which they are dominant.  FFPs, which emerged 

shortly after deregulation, are frequently credited with providing dominant airlines with 

at least part of this competitive advantage.  Data limitations, however, have prevented 

empirical research from separating the effects of FFPs from other advantages that 

dominant airlines may possess.  However, any potential policy intervention aimed at 

increasing competition at hubs requires an understanding of what it is that insulates 

dominant airlines from competition.   

This paper develops a novel empirical approach to estimating the relationship 

between FFPs and demand and fares at dominated airports.  By exploiting time series 

variation in earning and redemption opportunities that results from changes in FFP 

partners, the effects of enhancements to an airline’s FFP are identified, while the other 

advantages of airport dominance are explicitly controlled for. The results indicate that 

enhancements to FFPs have the largest impact on demand and fares on routes that depart 

from an airline’s most dominated airports.  If the airports at which enhancements to FFPs 

affect demand and fares are the same ones at which FFPs themselves affect demand and 

fares, and then the results from this paper show that FFPs are used most effectively at the 

most heavily dominated airports.  These results have been shown to be robust across 

alternative measures of local dominance and earning and redemption opportunities, 

alternative sets of control variables and alternative samples of airports.   
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Appendix A 

Construction of DOT Dataset 

Databank 1A is a random 10% sample of all domestic tickets that originate in the 

U.S. on domestic carriers each quarter.  Each observation in the databank contains 

information on the route traveled (the origin, destination and any connecting airports), the 

carrier(s), the type of ticket (one-way, round-trip or open-jaw), the class of service 

(coach, business or first), the dollar fare, and the distance of the trip.  Importantly, the 

data also contain a variable indicating the origin of the ticket, which allows the direction 

of travel on roundtrip tickets to be distinguished (i.e.: ATL-BOS-ATL or. BOS-ATL-

BOS).  The data do not identify the exact date or time of travel and unfortunately do not 

contain any information on ticket restrictions, such as whether the ticket required a 

Saturday night stay-over or whether it was purchased more than 14 days in advance.  As 

a result, a given carrier-routing-class will appear in the disaggregated DB1A data with 

several different fares but otherwise identical on observable characteristics.  Rather than 

treat each of these as a separate product, I aggregate the number of passengers who 

purchase a particular carrier-routing-class (combining business and first class into a 

single class that I call “executive”) at any fare and use this as the measure of demand for 

that product.  I then calculate the passenger-weighted mean, 20th, and 80th percentile fare 

for each product.   

 I restrict the dataset to round-trip flights that are either direct or online, flown on 

American, Continental, Delta, Northwest, United or US Airways.  Round-trip itineraries 

appear in the DOT data as two one-way trips, each with half of the total fare and half of 

the total distance of the complete trip.  To avoid double-counting the two halves of a 

round-trip, only observations on the departing leg of each round-trip itinerary are 

included.  In most specifications, I restrict to coach class tickets.  I include flights 

between the top 30 airports based on year 2000 enplanements.  In addition, observations 

satisfying any of the following criteria are eliminated: fare, measured in 2001 dollars, less 

than $25 or equal to $5000 or $9999 (these appear to be top codes and not actual fare 

observations); missing values for any of the distance variables; distance less than 50 

miles (these are generally trips between airports located in the same city, such as JFK and 

LaGuardia); arrival or departure in Hawaii or Alaska; direct itineraries which appear in 
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the DOT data but not in the OAG; direct itineraries that are traveled by fewer than 12 

passengers per week and connecting itineraries that are traveled by fewer than 5 

passengers per week.  The final DOT dataset contains 109,594 coach class observations 

and 25,801 business or first class observations. 

  

Construction of FFP Variables 

As described in the text, I use monthly editions of Inside Flyer magazine to 

identify the FFP partners for each of the six airlines in the sample in each month between 

1996 and 2000.  Partners are considered to join an airline’s FFP in the first month in 

which they appear with that airline in Inside Flyer’s “Programs & Partners” section.  In 

order to combine the partner data with the DB1A data, I assume that an airline is a 

partner in a given quarter if it appears as a partner in the first month of that quarter.   

Occasionally, I questioned the accuracy of specific pieces of information taken 

from Inside Flyer.  For example, an airline would appear as a partner in a program for a 

number of consecutive months, then not appear for a short period and then reappear.  In 

situations like this, I attempted to confirm the status of the partnership using other 

sources such as press releases appearing on the airlines’ websites, frequent flyer oriented 

websites and the OFFGs.  

The next step in the construction of the FFP variables is determining the exact 

changes in earning and redemption opportunities that result from the addition or loss of a 

particular airline partner.  To do this, I use the OFFGs.  The OFFGs detail the particular 

flights of a partner which are eligible for points redemption for members of the domestic 

airline’s FFP.49  Although the OFFGs only describe partner flights that are eligible for 

redemption by members of the domestic airline’s FFP (and not those that are available for 

points accrual), I assume that all flights that are eligible for award redemption are also 

eligible for points accrual.  Wherever possible, I consulted the Program Guides published 

by the airlines and found that, in general, this appeared to true. 

                                                 
49 The information in the OFFGs was compared to the Program Guides, which are produced by the airlines for 
distribution to members of their FFP.  The OFFGs appear to take the partnership information almost directly from the 
Program Guides.  I could not use the Program Guides themselves for this information because past years’ Program 
Guides for all airlines in all years could not be obtained. 
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Unlike Inside Flyer which is published monthly, the OFFGs are published 

approximately once a year.  The details of a partnership provided in a given OFFG are 

therefore assumed to apply to that partnership for that year.  Wherever possible, I try to 

determine any significant changes in partnership details that occur during the year using 

stories printed in Inside Flyer magazine and press releases.  Note that it is only changes 

in the details of a partnership in the middle of a year that need to be confirmed as 

information on changes in the identity of partners has already been collected at the 

monthly level.  Many of the changes in the details of partnerships occur when partners 

with an existing bilateral agreement join a major multilateral alliance.  When this occurs, 

restrictions on reciprocal points accrual and redemption are often liberalized.  These 

events tend to be well publicized in Inside Flyer and through press releases and therefore 

these dates are generally recorded very precisely and are used to supplement the yearly 

information obtained from the OFFGs. 

The information on the details of each partnership is combined with data on the 

flight schedules of each partner airline.  The data provide the complete flight schedules of 

every airline for a representative week in each quarter from 1996 to 2000.  These data are 

obtained from the Official Airlines Guide (OAG).  Each observation in the OAG data 

corresponds to a particular flight offered by an airline.  Using the information on the 

details of each partnership, each partner flight in the OAG is coded as either being 

eligible or ineligible in each of the six domestic airlines’ FFPs.  The two FFP variables – 

FFP_SCALE and FFP_SCOPE – are then constructed from the set of eligible flights.  

These variables (which are at the airline-quarter level) are then merged into the DOT 

dataset.   
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Appendix B 
 

First Stage Regression 
 

Dependent Variable FARE 
  

DIRECT 14.811048 
 (1.234408)** 
  

DIRECT*FREQ 0.366362 
 (0.166389)* 
  

FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB 0.800177 
 (0.099456)** 
  

CAR_OTH_DIR 24.703935 
 (0.829268)** 
  

CAR_OTH_CON 1.248825 
 (0.333043)** 
  

Observations 109,594 
 
Standard errors in parentheses.  + significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** 
significant at 1%.  Airline-origin, airline-quarter and route-quarter fixed effects are 
included.  Sample includes coach tickets on AA, CO, DL, NW, UA, and US.  Routes 
are between top 30 airports based on year 2000 enplanements. 
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Appendix C 
 
Finer Share of Flights Categories 
 

Dependent Variable LOG(PASS) 
  

FARE -0.028515 
 (0.002687)** 
  

FARE*DEP_HUB 0.010625 
 (0.002967)** 
  

DIRECT 3.443462 
 (0.033213)** 
  

DIRECT*FREQ 0.198336 
 (0.007826)** 
  

FFP_SCALE*(0.10<SH_FLTS<=0.20) 0.000372 
 (0.001662) 
  

FFP_SCALE*(0.20<SH_FLTS<=0.30) 0.005544 
 (0.002082)** 
  

FFP_SCALE*(0.30<SH_FLTS<=0.40) 0.007194 
 (0.003083)* 
  

FFP_SCALE*(0.40<SH_FLTS<=0.50) 0.005746 
 (0.003130)+ 
  

FFP_SCALE*(0.50<SH_FLTS<=0.60) 0.004289 
 (0.004090) 
  

FFP_SCALE*(0.60<SH_FLTS<=0.70) 0.018780 
 (0.003603)** 
  

FFP_SCALE*(0.70<SH_FLTS) 0.012737 
 (0.003769)** 
  
  

Observations 109,594 
 
Standard errors in parentheses.  + significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.  All specifications 
include airline-origin, airline-quarter and route-quarter fixed effects.  2SLS estimates with FARE and 
FARE*DEP_HUB treated as endogenous.  Sample includes coach tickets on AA, CO, DL, NW, UA, and US.  
Routes are between top 30 airports based on year 2000 enplanements. 
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Figures 1A and 1B 
Total Number of Flights in a Week by an Airline’s International FFP Partners: 1996-2000 
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Table 1 
Summary Statistics 

 
 

 
N MEAN STANDARD 

DEVIATION 

 
FARE AND PASSENGER VARIABLES    

MEAN FARE 109,594 212.10 103.31 
20th PERCENTILE FARE 109,594 140.28 75.56 
40th PERCENTILE FARE 109,594 165.26 85.41 
60th PERCENTILE FARE 109,594 203.80 116.97 
80th PERCENTILE FARE 109,594 279.00 175.71 
PASS 109,594 151.39 457.81 
 
LOCAL DOMINANCE VARIABLES    

DEP_HUB 109,594 0.1620 0.3684 
SH_FLTS 109,594 0.1735 0.2348 
SH_FLTS<0.20 (SHCAT0) 109,594 0.7455 0.4356 
0.20<=SH_FLTS<0.40 (SHCAT1) 109,594 0.0982 0.2976 
0.40<=SH_FLTS<0.60 (SHCAT2) 109,594 0.0481 0.2140 
0.60<=SH_FLTS (SHCAT3) 109,594 0.1082 0.3106 
 
FFP VARIABLES    

FFP_SCALE (1000s) 109,594 23.17 14.32 
FFP_SCOPE 109,594 217.18 96.02 
 
OTHER PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS    

DIRECT 109,594 0.1777 0.3823 
FREQUENCY 19,474 5.784 4.39 
    
INSTRUMENTS    
CAR_OTH_DIR 109,594 0.1876 0.390 
CAR_OTH_CON 109,594 1.0709 1.1965 
    
Observation is an Airline-Routing-Route-Quarter.  Sample includes coach tickets on AA, CO, DL, NW, 
UA, and US.  Routes are between top 30 airports based on year 2000 enplanements.  Fare variables are 
half of fare paid for round-trip ticket ($2001). 
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Table 2 
Impact of FFP Partnerships on Demand 

Scale Variable, Hub 
 

Dependent Variable LOG(PASS) 
 OLS IV IV OLS 
 (2-1) (2-2) (2-3) (2-4) 
     

FARE -0.001534 -0.029627 -0.030573  
 (0.000039)** (0.001021)** (0.001306)**  
     

FARE*DEP_HUB   0.012767  
   (0.001658)**  
     

DIRECT 3.335196 3.476878 3.448010 3.327461    
 (0.014338)** (0.036796)** (0.034563)** (0.014453)**    
     

DIRECT*FREQ 0.171898 0.177855 0.203095 0.171573    
 (0.002009)** (0.005111)** (0.005942)** (0.002026)**     
     

FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB -0.002254 0.021600 0.013523 -0.003557    
 (0.001202)+ (0.003174)** (0.002957)** (0.001211)*     
     

Observations 109,594 109,594 109,594 109,594 
 
Standard errors in parentheses.  + significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.  All specifications include 
airline-origin, airline-quarter and route-quarter fixed effects.  (2-1) and (2-4) present OLS estimates.  (2-2) and (2-3) present 
2SLS estimates with FARE and FARE*HUB treated as endogenous.  Sample includes coach tickets on AA, CO, DL, NW, 
UA, and US.  Routes are between top 30 airports based on year 2000 enplanements. 
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Table 3 
Impact of FFP Partnerships on Demand 

Scale Variable, Share Categories 
 

Dependent Variable LOG(PASS) 
 IV IV IV 
 (3-1) (3-2) (3-3) 
    

FARE -0.029575 -0.030580 -0.030806 
 (0.001017)** (0.001306)** (0.001151)** 
    

FARE*DEP_HUB  0.012800  
  (0.001658)**  
    

FARE*(0.20<SH_FLTS<=0.40)   0.002281 
   (0.000452)** 
    

FARE*(0.40<SH_FLTS<=0.60)   0.008916 
   (0.000966)** 
    

FARE*(0.60<SH_FLTS)   0.010757 
   (0.001307)** 
    

DIRECT 3.477090 3.448316 3.457961 
 (0.036738)** (0.034564)** (0.035290)** 
    

DIRECT*FREQ 0.177702 0.203039 0.196482 
 (0.005102)** (0.005940)** (0.005428)** 
    

FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB   0.015082 
   (0.003054)** 
    

FFP_SCALE*(0.20<SH_FLTS<=0.40) 0.006016 0.005779  
 (0.001793)** (0.001699)**  
    

FFP_SCALE*(0.40<SH_FLTS<=0.60) 0.007644 0.004394  
 (0.002936)** (0.002763)  
    

FFP_SCALE*(0.60<SH_FLTS) 0.025027 0.016747  
 (0.003471)** (0.003222)**  
    

Observations 109,594 109,594 109,594 
 
Standard errors in parentheses.  + significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.  All specifications include airline-
origin, airline-quarter and route-quarter fixed effects.  All specifications present 2SLS estimates with FARE, FARE*DEP_HUB 
FARE*CAT1, FARE*CAT2 and FARE*CAT3 treated as endogenous.  Sample includes coach tickets on AA, CO, DL, NW, 
UA, and US.  Routes are between top 30 airports based on year 2000 enplanements. 
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Table 4 
Impact of FFP Partnerships on Demand 

Scope Variable, Hub and Share Categories 
 

Dependent Variable LOG(PASS) 
 IV IV IV IV 
 (4-1) (4-2) (4-3) (4-4) 
     

FARE -0.030587 -0.029591 -0.030581 -0.030825 
 (0.001307)** (0.001018)** (0.001306)** (0.001152)** 
     

FARE*DEP_HUB 0.012749  0.012794  
 (0.001659)**  (0.001657)**  
     

FARE*(0.20<SH_FLTS=<0.40)    0.002293 
    (0.000452)** 
     

FARE*(0.40<SH_FLTS<=0.60)    0.008923 
    (0.000967)** 
     

FARE*(0.60<SH_FLTS)    0.010696 
    (0.001309)** 
     

DIRECT 3.448197 3.476868 3.448133 3.458323 
 (0.034579)** (0.036754)** (0.034564)** (0.035317)** 
     

DIRECT*FREQ 0.203030 0.177722 0.203041 0.196370 
 (0.005944)** (0.005105)** (0.005940)** (0.005433)** 
     

FFP_SCOPE*DEP_HUB 0.002134   0.002297 
 (0.000385)**   (0.000399)** 
     

FFP_SCOPE*(0.20<SH_FLTS<=0.40)  0.000747 0.000687  
  (0.000206)** (0.000194)**  
     

FFP_SCOPE*(0.40<SH_FLTS<=0.60)  0.001230 0.000752  
  (0.000379)** (0.000356)*  
     

FFP_SCOPE*(0.60<SH_FLTS)  0.003357 0.002357  
  (0.000448)** (0.000415)**  
     

Observations 109,594 109,594 109,594 109,594 
 
Standard errors in parentheses.  + significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.  All specifications include 
airline-origin, airline-quarter and route-quarter fixed effects. Specifications (4-1) through (4-4) present 2SLS estimates with 
FARE, FARE*HUB, FARE*SHCAT1, FARE*SHCAT2, and FARE*SHCAT3 treated as endogenous.  Sample includes 
coach tickets on AA, CO, DL, NW, UA, and US.  Routes are between top 30 airports based on year 2000 enplanements. 
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Table 5 
Impact of FFP Partnerships on Fares 

Scale Variable, Hub and Share Categories 
 
 

Dependent Variable LOG(FARE) LOG(FARE) LOG(P20 FARE) LOG(P80FARE) LOG(FARE) 
 (5-1) (5-2) (5-3) (5-4) (5-5) 
      

DIRECT 0.057033 0.057049 -0.037165 0.038197 0.296214 
 (0.004303)** (0.004302)** (0.004527)** (0.005780)** (0.013663)** 
      

DIRECT*FREQ 0.003900 0.003887 -0.007829 0.014972 -0.038844 
 (0.000603)** (0.000603)** (0.000634)** (0.000810)** (0.001391)** 
      

FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB 0.003238     
 (0.000361)**     
      

FFP_SCALE*(0.20<SH_FLTS<=0.40)  0.000900 0.000436 0.001080 0.001349 
  (0.000210)** (0.000221)* (0.000282)** (0.000786)+ 
      

FFP_SCALE*(0.40<SH_FLTS<=0.60)  0.001570 0.001443 0.001234 0.002226 
  (0.000344)** (0.000362)** (0.000462)** (0.001195)+ 
      

FFP_SCALE*(0.60<SH_FLTS)  0.003650 0.002756 0.003562 0.005577 
  (0.000392)** (0.000413)** (0.000527)** (0.001315)** 
      

Observations 109,594 109,594 109,594 109,594 25,801 
 
Standard errors in parentheses.  + significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.  All specifications include airline-origin, 
airline-quarter and route-quarter fixed effects.  (5-1)-(5-4) include coach tickets on AA, CO, DL, NW, UA, and US.  (5-5) includes first 
and business class tickets on AA, CO, DL, NW, UA, and US.  Routes are between top 30 airports based on year 2000 enplanements. 
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Table 6 
Impact of FFP Partnerships on Demand 

Alternative Possible Explanations 
 

Dependent Variable log(PASS) 
 (6-1) (6-2) (6-3) 
    

FARE -0.031747 -0.030517 -0.033024 
 (0.001786)** (0.001304)** (0.001421)** 
    

FARE*DEP_HUB 0.012052 0.012545 0.012485 
 (0.001776)** (0.001648)** (0.001786)** 
    

DIRECT 3.419953 3.450075 3.463658 
 (0.036113)** (0.034545)** (0.037266)** 
    

DIRECT*FREQ 0.198237 0.202374 0.202679 
 (0.006113)** (0.005921)** (0.006394)** 
    

FFP_SCALE*DEP_HUB 0.015014  0.013016 
 (0.003139)**  (0.003397)** 
    

FFP_SCALE*ARR_HUB 0.005963   
 (0.001479)**   
    

FFP_SCALE*(0.20<SH_FLTS<=0.40)  0.004791  
  (0.001700)**  
    

FFP_SCALE*(0.40<SH_FLTS<=0.60)  -0.002238  
  (0.003049)  
    

FFP_SCALE*(0.60<SH_FLTS)  0.007155  
  (0.003711)+  
    

DOM_PART*DEP_HUB  0.292139  
  (0.057911)**  
    

OWN_FLTS   -0.000013 
   (0.000118) 
    

OWN_FLTS*DEP_HUB   0.000345 
   (0.000193)+ 
    

Observations 109,594 109,594 109,585 
 
Standard errors in parentheses.  + significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.  All specifications include 
airline-origin, airline-quarter and route-quarter fixed effects.  All specifications present 2SLS estimates with FARE, 
FARE*DEP_HUB FARE*CAT1, FARE*CAT2 and FARE*CAT3 treated as endogenous.  Sample includes coach tickets 
on AA, CO, DL, NW, UA, and US.  Routes are between top 30 airports based on year 2000 enplanements.   
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